You have a chronic diagnosis, but you’re not “sick”. You just have to live by different rules. Chronic Cow shows you those rules — backed by real science and hard experience living with, and caring for, chronic illnesses. We don’t just know how to live better (based on decades of science and rigorous analysis), we understand the challenges you face (because we live them to). Living with a chronic illness can become grim, but you can still lead a joyous, meaningful, productive life.

Our goal is simple: to help you improve your quality of life when touched by the challenges of chronic illness. It may seem hard to believe, but more challenges are shared across chronic conditions than are different. Chronic Cow has been developed to give you the perspective and tools to triumph over those challenges. What will you learn in this seminar?

The Right Identity: living with chronic illness can warp how you see yourself and wear you out. You need to be more than just “sick.” You can’t allow yourself to become victimized or feel helpless and worthless. You are still “you,” and we’ll show you how to find yourself again.

The Right Mindset: You can’t live all your life in a “fight” against a “monster.” A fight is driven by fear, aggression, or other negative emotions. It triggers all the wrong responses in our bodies, brains, minds, and relationships. We show you how to recognize these responses and put them in their place.

The 10 Challenges of Living with Chronic Conditions: the day-to-day challenges of living with chronic illness go well beyond its medical symptoms. You have to monitor and manage your condition. You have to modify your behaviors to accommodate your needs. And there are 8 more mental, emotional, and behavioral challenges, as well. We introduce each of them and get you going in the right direction to minimize their negative effects.

And much more! Of course, we provide lots of practical tips to put your knowledge into action improving your quality of life and we’ll take your specific questions. Sign up for a Chronic Cow Seminar or Webinar; or for a personalized Chronic Cow Guidance subscription and begin your better life now.
Kevin has lived with multiple sclerosis for many years. He’s successfully dealt with other chronic conditions, too. And he’s spent much of his life as a caregiver for loved ones also challenged with chronic conditions.

He holds a doctorate in Sociology and Psychology from the University of Missouri at Columbia, was a professor for 15 years, and has studied how people operate best under distress and disadvantage since the 90s.

His diagnosis with multiple sclerosis set off a series of events that radically altered the course of his life and his career. First, he thought that, as a social psychologist who’s studied how people succeed or fail in difficult circumstances, there had to be something he could do to apply those research insights to improving his own quality of life.

Then he expanded his study across thousands of studies on dozens of conditions. He talked with everyone he could who lived with chronic conditions and their caregivers. And he found a different way of building a good life when touched by chronic illness — one backed by science and experience. He found there are simply different rules to living a good life with chronic illness.

He had, without realizing it, stumbled on much more than a shift in career: it was a calling. Chronic Cow™ is a labor of love. (Find out more about Dr. Payne @ www.kjpayne.com)